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Abstract

In human societies, cultural norms arise when behaviours are transmitted with high-fidelity social 

learning through social networks1. However a paucity of experimental studies has meant that there 

is no comparable understanding of the process by which socially transmitted behaviours may 

spread and persist in animal populations2,3. Here, we introduce alternative novel foraging 

techniques into replicated wild sub-populations of great tits (Parus major), and employ automated 

tracking to map the diffusion, establishment and long-term persistence of seeded behaviours. We 

further use social network analysis to examine social factors influencing diffusion dynamics. From 

just two trained birds in each sub-population, information spread rapidly through social network 

ties to reach an average of 75% of individuals, with 508 knowledgeable individuals performing 

58,975 solutions. Sub-populations were heavily biased towards the technique originally 

introduced, resulting in established local arbitrary traditions that were stable over two generations, 

despite high population turnover. Finally, we demonstrate a strong effect of social conformity, 

with individuals disproportionately adopting the most frequent local variant when first learning, 

but then also continuing to favour social over personal information by matching their technique to 

the majority variant. Cultural conformity is thought to be a key factor in the evolution of complex 
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culture in humans4-7. In providing the first experimental demonstration of conformity in a wild 

non-primate, and of cultural norms in foraging techniques in any wild animal, our results suggest a 

much wider evolutionary occurrence of such apparently complex cultural behaviour.

Social learning, where animals learn from others, can enable novel behaviours to spread 

between individuals to create group-level behaviours, termed cultural traditions6,8,9. Social 

transmission occurs between interacting individuals; hence group dynamics and population 

structure will determine the spread and persistence of traditions2,3,9-11. Additionally, 

individuals may use social learning strategically to maximize its adaptive value, with 

consequences for when, how, and what traditions establish4,12. However while the capacity 

for social learning has been described in many phylogenetically diverse taxa13 and detailed 

in comprehensive laboratory studies13-15, we have little knowledge of the social dynamics 

associated with such learning in natural systems. Experimentally quantifying cultural 

transmission in wild populations remains difficult, with limitations associated with isolating 

and training individuals5, tracking the spread of information across large numbers of 

animals14, and eliminating alternative explanations such as individual trial and error 

learning8,14.

Early observational studies of tits provide one of the most widely cited examples of animal 

innovation and culture, when British birds famously began to pierce the foil caps of milk 

bottles to steal cream16-18. More generally, great tits (Parus major) are known for being 

highly innovative, opportunistic foragers19, and for using social information in a wide range 

of contexts20. This, coupled with their fission-fusion social structure21, makes them 

excellent models for a large-scale empirical investigation of the social processes associated 

with cultural transmission. Here, we used a novel system incorporating automated data 

collection and passive integrated transponder (PIT) tags, together with recently developed 

methods in social network analysis, to investigate the spread, establishment and persistence 

of experimentally seeded traditions in wild great tits.

We first developed an automated puzzle-box baited with live mealworms (Fig. 1a) and 

performed a cultural diffusion experiment based on the two-action and control design14, but 

where treatment groups were exposed to a demonstrator trained on one of two distinct but 

equivalent actions. Two resident males were caught from each of eight sub-populations were 

exposed to one of three training regimes in captivity. In the first condition (‘control’, three 

replicates), neither individual was given any training. In the second condition (‘option A’, 

two replicates), both individuals were trained to access food from the puzzle-box by using 

their bill to push the blue side of the sliding door to the right. Finally, in the third condition 

(‘option B’, three replicates), the birds were trained to solve the puzzle-box by pushing the 

red side of the sliding door to the left (Supplementary Video 1). After 4 days of training, all 

birds were released back into the wild and 3 puzzle-boxes, with both options available, were 

installed 250m apart in each sub-population (Extended Data Fig. 1). We then automatically 

monitored individual visits to, and solutions of, these puzzle-boxes (‘solves’), over short 

term (20 days exposure over 4 weeks) and long term (5 days of exposure, 9 months later) 

time scales.
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In the five sub-populations seeded with trained demonstrators, knowledge of the novel 

puzzle spread rapidly over 20 days of exposure (Fig. 1b). An average of 75% (68%-83%; 

n=37-96) of each local population solved at least once (local population size assessed by 

independent visitation data at feeders, see SI). The diffusion of this behaviour was clearly 

sigmoidal (sigmoid vs. linear fit: ΔAIC ranging from 15.31-54.17), except in one replicate 

(T5; ΔAIC = 0.13). By contrast, many fewer individuals solved in control sub-populations 

(n=5-54, 9%-53%; Fig. 1b), where uptake initially relied on individual innovation. Latency 

to first solve, excluding the demonstrator, was significantly longer in control areas than in 

treatment areas (Welch two sample t-test: t(6) = −16.1, P < 0.01; Fig. 1b), and the total 

number of solutions was significantly lower (t(6) = 4.6, P = 0.02; Fig. 1c). There was a 

striking difference between replicates seeded with alternative solving techniques. Learning 

was heavily biased towards the technique originally demonstrated in all treatment sub-

populations (t(8) = 9.7, P < 0.01, Fig. 1c), while no consistent side bias was observed 

between control sub-populations (t(4) = −0.03, P = 0.97, Fig. 1c).

We collected social networks for each sub-population independently of the social learning 

experiment, with 10 days’ sampling at a grid of sunflower-seed feeders equipped to log 

visitation data (Extended Data Fig. 2a-b). Co-occurrences were detected using a Gaussian 

mixture model to isolate clusters of visits in the spatio-temporal data streams22, with 

repeated foraging associations forming social networks (Extended Data Fig. 2b-c). Social 

networks for all replicates were significantly non-random, even at the most local scale 

(T1-5: p<0.001), and network-based diffusion analysis (NBDA) was used to quantify the 

extent to which these social ties predicted the acquisition of behaviour23. Pooling replicates, 

a network diffusion model including social transmission was overwhelmingly supported 

over asocial learning: ΔAIC = 1520.7; individual learning rate was estimated to increase by 

a factor of 12.0 per unit of association with knowledgeable individuals (Extended Data Fig. 

3). An effect of age and sex was also supported, with juveniles and males having a faster 

learning rate (table 1). These results support a dominant effect of social learning on the 

emergence of this novel behaviour, and show additionally that the diffusion of innovation 

was influenced by fine-scale patterns of social interactions (Supplementary Video 3).

In all experimental replicates, the equally difficult and equally rewarded alternative solution 

was performed by at least one individual within the first six days of exposure (median day 

4). However, in contrast with most previous studies where discovery of an alternative 

solution led to progressive erosion in use of the seeded variant2,5,24, we observed a 

pronounced strengthening of traditions over the rest of the experiment. To analyse this 

change in behaviour over time, we used a generalised estimating equation model (GEE)2 

where the dependent variable was the proportion of solutions as seeded technique on each 

day of data collection, and explanatory variables were individual and replicate. Combining 

replicates, there was strong evidence that the preference for the arbitrary tradition increased 

over time (coefficient ± SE = 0.13±0.02, P < 0.001), with an estimated 14% increase in bias 

per day (95%CI = 8%-18%, Fig. 2a). This is consistent with a conformist transmission bias, 

where individuals preferentially adopt the more commonly practiced variant when solving 

the puzzle-box5,7,25,26. More conclusive evidence for such positive frequency-dependent 

copying25 was observed when only the first solutions for each individual was considered, 
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with birds disproportionately likely to initially adopt the majority variant of their group 

(sigmoid vs. linear fit: ΔAIC 38.34; Fig. 2b).

Individuals thus preferentially learnt the most common option when first learning 

(conformist transmission; Fig. 2b). Yet, remarkably, they also continued to prioritise social 

over personal information, matching their behaviour to the common variant even after 

experiencing an equally rewarding alternative. We analysed trajectories for those individuals 

(n=78) that used both options. The majority of these individuals (85%) retained a preference 

for the seeded variant (n=66, e.g. see Fig. 2c, Extended Data Fig. 4). Three birds had a 

strong preference for the uncommon variant and 8 birds switched from the alternative 

variant to the common variant, but no birds made the reciprocal switch; only 1 individual 

had no significant preference. A subset of birds that dispersed between experimental 

replicates (n=40, 24 between years) provided additional evidence. Of 27 birds that moved 

between replicates with the same seeded tradition, 26 (96%) retained their preference for the 

common variant. In contrast, of 14 individuals that moved between replicates with different 

seeded traditions, 10 (71%) changed their behaviour to match the common variant in the 

new location, while only 3 retained their initial preference (χ2
(1) = 21.6, P < 0.001).

Seeded arbitrary traditions thus formed and persisted in each sub-population (Fig. 2). To 

investigate the long-term stability of these traditions, we re-installed the puzzle boxes in one 

replicate of each condition over five days in the following winter for T1, T3 and C1. 

Substantial turnover in the population had occurred owing to high mortality rates typical of 

this species27; on average just 40% of each sub-population were individuals that had been 

present the previous year. No additional demonstrators were trained and no individual had 

contact with the device in the intervening months. In the control sub-population, all solves 

(n=42) were performed by just three individuals, all of which had also solved the previous 

year. However in the two experimental sub-populations, knowledge of the puzzle-box 

emerged even faster than it had the preceding year, both among prior solvers and birds 

inexperienced in the task; in T1, 29 individuals solved 967 times, in T3, 35 individuals 

solved 2329 times (Fig. 3a, Fig. S4). Results suggested a strong initial effect of memory 

followed by a very rapid oblique transmission facilitated by the greater number of 

demonstrators: on the first day of exposure, 60% (T1) and 82% (T3) of ‘solvers’ were birds 

that solved in the initial experiment, outweighing their representation in the general 

population (36% in T1, 46% in T3). Sub-populations also retained their original technique, 

with solutions heavily biased towards the option seeded in the original experiment (Fig. 3b). 

Intriguingly, amongst birds that had occurred in both years, the within-individual bias 

towards the seeded variant had increased (LMM: t(83)= 2.80, P < 0.01; Fig. 3c), resulting in 

arbitrary traditions that were retained and strengthened.

In summary, we show that wild great tits use social learning to acquire novel behaviours, 

and that foraging techniques introduced by very few individuals (here just two in each 

replicate) can spread rapidly to the majority of the population, forming stable arbitrary 

traditions. Both social networks ties and individual characteristics determined the 

transmission of these foraging techniques23. Secondly, introduced arbitrary traditions were 

stable over both short and long-term periods, becoming increasingly entrenched over two 

generations. This stability appeared to be a result of informational conformity, with 
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individuals matching their behaviour to the most common variant when first learning, and 

then continuously updating their personal information. Conformity has long been considered 

a central component of human culture25,26,28, but experimental evidence for its occurrence 

in wild animals has been limited to a study of food preferences in vervet monkeys5. We 

provide the first experimental demonstration for conformist transmission and cultural norms 

in foraging techniques in any wild animal. Our study argues against the previous view that 

such behaviour is restricted to the primate lineage26,28-30, and call for a re-thinking of the 

evolution and ecology of cultural conformity.

Materials and Methods

Study Population and Area

The study was conducted in a wintering population of tits in Wytham Woods, U.K. 

(51°46’N, 01°20’W; Extended Data Fig. 1). 1018 nest-boxes suitable for great tits are 

installed at this site, with the vast majority of great tits breeding in boxes. Individuals are 

trapped as nestlings and breeding adults at nest-boxes and fitted with both a British Trust for 

Ornithology metal leg ring and a plastic leg ring containing a uniquely identifiable passive 

integrated transponder (PIT) tag (IB Technology, Aylesbury, U.K.). There is a further mist-

netting effort over autumn and winter to tag individuals immigrating into the population, and 

we estimate that over 90% of individuals were PIT-tagged at the time of the study21. In this 

population, great tits form loose fission-fusion flocks of unrelated individuals in autumn and 

winter. Flocks congregate at patchy food sources, and can be observed at bird feeders fitted 

with PIT-tag detecting antennae21,31. Experiments were conducted in eight sub-populations 

within Wytham Woods that had relatively little short-term between-area movement of 

individuals (Extended Data Fig. 1).

Puzzle-box Design

The experimental apparatus consisted of an opaque plastic box with a perch positioned in 

front of a door that could be slid to either side with the bill to gain access to a feeder 

concealed behind. Video observations suggested that all great tits used their bill to move the 

door. The left side of the door was colored blue and the right side red, with a raised front 

section on the door to allow an easier grip. The concealed feeder contained approximately 

500 live mealworms and was refilled up to twice daily. Mealworms are a highly preferred 

food for great tits (Extended Data Fig. 5), and as live mealworms were used, solvers 

typically extracted one worm and then carried it away from the puzzle-box to kill and eat it 

(confirmed with video observations); Supplementary Video 1-2. Each puzzle-box was 

surrounded by a 1×1m cage with a 5×5cm mesh that gave unlimited access to small birds, 

but prevented access by large non-target species such as corvids or squirrels. A freely 

accessible bird feeder filled with peanut granules was also provided in the cage, at 

approximately 1m from the puzzle-box. Peanut granules are a much less preferred food 

source (Extended Data Fig. 5). Each peanut feeder had two access points fitted with RFID 

antenna and data-logging hardware. This feeder was used to attract the original demonstrator 

to the location, and to record the identity of individuals that did not contact the puzzle-box.
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All puzzle-boxes contained a printed circuit board (PCB) and motor, and were powered by a 

12V sealed battery. The perch also functioned as an RFID antenna that registered the visit 

duration (time to nearest second) and identity of the visiting individual. A “solve” was 

recorded if the door was opened during an individual visit to the device, with the side 

direction also noted. If a solution occurred without an accompanying identified individual, 

this was recorded as “unidentified solve”. One second after the solving bird departed the 

door reset back to the middle. If further individuals visited before this happened, then a 

“scrounge” was recorded, as they were assumed to have taken food from the open door 

(confirmed from video observations). The door reset immediately after two individuals were 

registered scrounging, preventing more than two possible scrounging events per solve 

(Supplementary Video 2).

Experimental Procedure

Two males were captured from each sub-population (11 adults, 5 juveniles) to act as 

demonstrators, either by removal from roosting boxes on Sunday night, or by mist-netting at 

a sunflower-seed feeder on Monday morning. They were transferred to individual cages in 

indoor captive facilities, and over four days each pair of birds was subjected to one of three 

training regimes using step-wise shaping, either: (i) given no training and left in the cage 

with ab lib food (control); (ii) trained to solve the novel puzzle-box by pushing the blue side 

of the door to the right (option B); or (iii) trained to solve the novel puzzle-box by pushing 

the red side of the door to the left (option A). With the exception of ‘control’ areas, which 

were clustered in the south of the woodland to avoid cross-contamination, sub-populations 

were randomly assigned to a training regime, with both demonstrators from a single sub-

population trained on the same technique. During training, the demonstrators were initially 

exposed to an open puzzle-box baited with mealworms, which was then gradually closed 

over the course of four days until the subjects were reliably re-opening it. The other side of 

the door was fixed during training. On Friday morning the birds were released back at the 

site of capture in each respective sub-population; puzzle-boxes at which both options were 

available and equally rewarding were installed at three sites 250m apart on the following 

Sunday night (Extended Data Fig. 1). These puzzle-boxes were run over a four-week period 

at each site, continuously operating from Monday to Friday and then removed on Saturday 

and Sunday, for a total of 20 days of data collection.

Four replicates were conducted in the first year of data collection (December 2012-February 

2013; C1-2, T1, T3). At three of these replicates (C1, T1, T3) puzzle-boxes were 

simultaneously re-installed at the same locations for 5 days of further data collection in 

December 2013. No additional demonstrators were trained, and no individual had contact 

with the puzzle-box in the 9 months between the two data collection periods. This second 

exposure aimed to test the long-term stability of social learning at the sub-population level. 

They were run prior to the second year of data-collection for the cultural diffusion 

experiment in order to exclude the possibility that dispersing individuals from new replicates 

could be re-introducing the novel behaviour. An additional four replicates were then 

conducted from December 2013 - February 2014 in new sub-populations, using the same 

initial protocol (C3, T2, T4, T5).
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Data Analysis

The local population size for each replicate was defined as comprising all individuals in a 

replicate that had been recorded at least once at either: (i) the puzzle-box, (ii) the nearby 

peanut feeder, or (iii) the nearest network-logger feeders (operated Saturday-Sunday, see 

below), during the experimental period (i.e. from the weekend following the release of the 

demonstrators, to the weekend after the 20th day of operation of the puzzle-boxes). When 

three replicates were compared with the ‘persistence’ trial in the following year, the local 

population was defined just as (i) all individuals observed at the puzzle-box or (ii) nearby 

peanut feeder, so that areas were comparable.

To analyse the results of the initial experiment we first compared control replicates and 

treatment replicates, using Welch two-sided t-tests, and by fitting linear and sigmoidal 

models to the data, with the best model ascertained by difference in AIC values32. If 

individuals were using social information when learning about the puzzle-box, then we 

expected that there would be a difference between areas seeded with a trained demonstrator 

(treatment) and those without (control). Replicates were thus compared in terms of latency 

to first solve (seconds from beginning of the experimental period, excluding demonstrator), 

and the total number of solutions. Secondly, we compared the total number of solutions in 

the two different experimental treatments. Here if a more complex form of social learning 

than local enhancement to the feeding site was occurring, then we expected a consistent bias 

towards the seeded variant in the different treatments14.

To analyse the change in individual and population preferences for option A or B over time, 

we used a generalised estimating equation model (GEE)2 where the dependent variable was 

the proportion of solutions using the seeded technique on each day of data collection, and 

the explanatory variables were the individuals and replicate, weighted by the overall number 

of solutions per day. The seeded technique (A/B) was initially also included as an 

explanatory variable, but was not significant (coefficient ± SE = 0.13±0.22, P = 0.55). Three 

individual variables were included in a GEE model; sex, age and natal origin. Sex was 

determined at capture using plumage coloration, age was either determined from breeding 

records or plumage coloration, and individuals were classed as ‘immigrants’ if they had 

dispersed into the study site, and ‘locally-born’ if they had been ringed as a nestling in the 

study site27. Only age was significant (coefficient ± SE = −0.92±0.20, P < 0.001), and was 

included in the final model (sex: coefficient ± SE = 0.38±0.22, P = 0.08; natal origin: 

coefficient ± SE = −0.38±0.22, P = 0.08).

If population-level conformity was partly the result of a conformist transmission bias at first 

acquisition we would expect a sigmoidal relationship between population-level frequency of 

the variant and adoption probability, with adoption of the majority variant disproportionately 

more likely than its absolute frequency. By contrast, copying the last individual observed, or 

random copying, should yield a linear relationship25,26, with probability of adopting option 

A/B roughly equal to its proportion in the overall population. To investigate this, we isolated 

all individuals’ first observed solutions in all experimental replicates, and compared the 

option choice to the proportion of all previous solves as option A observed in the 

individual’s group at that site. Group length was set at 245 sec, which was the average group 
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length observed using Gaussian mixture models on temporal patterns of flocking (see 

below) at network-logging sunflower feeders. Both linear and sigmoidal models were then 

fitted to the data, with the best model ascertained by difference in AIC values32.

We further examined the subset of individuals that moved between sub-populations (n=40). 

This subset included all individuals recorded in more than one experimental replicate, 

whether within the season (n=16), or between seasons (n=24). No individual was observed 

in more than two replicates, and this analysis did not include individuals in the ‘persistence 

trial’. A preference for option A/B at each location was defined as more than 75% of all 

solves for either option A/B in that replicate. Finally, in order to analyse the change in 

within-individual bias towards option A/B between the initial experiment and the second-

year ‘persistence trials’, we used a general linear model where the dependent variable was 

the number of solves as the seeded variant over the total number of solves for each 

individual observed in both years. Explanatory variables were treatment type and year, with 

individual identity as a random effect.

Network Data Collection and Analysis

Sunflower bird-feeding stations were deployed at 65 locations around Wytham woods on an 

approximate 250×250m square grid, as part of long-term research into social-network 

structure in tits (see21,22). Each station had two access points, each fitted with RFID 

antennae and data logging hardware. Feeding stations automatically opened from dawn to 

dusk on Saturday and Sunday, scanning for PIT-tags every 16th of a second. This study used 

the data from the eight nearest locations to each set of puzzle-boxes, for 10 dates within and 

surrounding the cultural diffusion experiment (the standard logging protocol runs from 

September-February in Wytham Woods21).

Great tits were detecting visiting feeding stations and individually identified by their PIT-

tags. We then applied a Gaussian mixture model to the spatiotemporal data stream to detect 

distinct clusters of visits. This method locates high-density periods of feeding activity, 

isolating flocks of feeding birds without imposing artificial assumptions about group 

boundaries22,33. A gambit of the group approach34 was used with a simple-ratio index to 

calculate social associations, where individual association strengths (network edges) were 

scaled between 0 (never observed foraging together in the same group) to 1 (always 

observed in the same group, never observed apart). While a single co-occurrence may not be 

meaningful, our automated data collection method resulted in thousands of repeated group 

sampling events, allowing social ties between individuals to be built up from multiple 

observations of co-occurrences over time and across spatial locations. Networks contained 

123 (T1), 137 (T2), 154 (T3), 95 (T4) and 110 (T5) nodes; average edge strength was 0.09 

(T1), 0.05 (T2), 0.08 (T3), 0.07 (T4) and 0.07 (T5). To test whether networks contained 

significantly preferred and avoided relationships, we ran permutation tests on the grouping 

data, controlling for group size and the number of observations, restricting swaps within 

days and sites35,36. We tested whether observed patterns of associations were non-random 

by comparing the coefficient of variance in the observed network to the coefficient of 

variance in the randomised networks35. Social networks for all replicates significantly 
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differed from random, even at local scales (T1: P<0.0001; T2: P=0.0005; T3: P<0.0001; T4: 

P=0.0002; T5: P=0.0002)

Finally, we used network-based approaches to ask whether the behaviour was socially 

transmitted through foraging associations. Network-based diffusion analysis (NBDA) tests 

for social learning by assuming that if social transmission is occurring, then the spread of 

trait acquisition should follow patterns of relationships between individuals, with 

transmission rate linearly proportional to association strength23,37,38. We used NBDA R 

code v.1.238, with the time of each individual’s first solution (seconds since the beginning of 

the experiment) entered into the continuous time of acquisition analysis function. 

Individuals that solved, but that did not appear in the social network (i.e. had not been 

recorded in the standardised weekend logging) were excluded from the analysis. The effects 

of three individual level variables were also incorporated into the analysis: sex, age, and 

natal origin. All combinations of NBDA provided in the NBDA R code v1.238 were run with 

social transmission rate allowed to vary for each replicate. An AIC model averaging 

approach was used to find the best-supported model38.

Extended Data

Extended Data Fig. 1. Wytham Woods (51°46’N, 01°20’W), showing the location of replicates 
and puzzle-boxes
Total area of Wytham Woods is 385ha; location and size of the separate woodland areas 

within this are labeled on the map. Green points indicate puzzle-box locations for three 

‘control’ replicates C1-3: Broad Oak, Bean, Singing Way. Blue points indicate location of 

puzzle-boxes for two ‘option A’ replicates T1-2: Common Piece, Brogdens Belt. Red points 

indicate location of puzzle-boxes for three ‘option B’ replicates T3-5: Great Wood, Pasticks, 

Marley Plantation. (d) indicates locations where trained demonstrators were caught from and 

released to.
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Extended Data Fig. 2. Social network data collection
a, Feeding station (shut), with sunflower-feeder, RFID antennae, and data-logging hardware. 

Cage is to restrict access to small passerines only. b, Map of study area showing placement 

of 65 feeding stations. Stations are approximately 250m apart and open simultaneously 

dawn-dusk on Saturday and Sunday over winter. c, Grouping events are inferred from the 

temporal data stream gained from feeding stations, with individuals assigned to grouping 

events in a bipartite network. d, Repeated co-occurrences are used to create social networks 

(adapted from Psorakis et al. (2012)).

Extended Data Fig. 3. Social Networks showing diffusion of innovation
Red nodes are individuals that acquired the novel behaviour after 20 days of exposure, black 

nodes are naïve individuals and yellow nodes are trained demonstrators. Networks are 

heavily thresholded to only show links above the average edge strength for each replicate 
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(T1-5: 0.09, 0.05, 0.08 0.07, 0.07). a, Social network for T1 replicate (n=123). b, Network 

for T2 replicate (n=137). c, Network for T3 replicate (n=154). d, Network for T4 replicate 

(n=95). e, Network for T5 replicate (n=110).

Extended Data Fig. 4. Individual trajectories (option A/B) for each replicate
Only individuals that performed both options are included, and Individuals that moved 

between replicates are excluded. Lines are running proportions of seeded variant for each 

individual over its last 10 visits. a, T1 (option A), n=30; b, T2 (option A), n=10; c, T3 

(option B), n=19; d, T4 (option B), n=4; e, T5 (option B), n=15.

Extended Data Fig. 5. Food preferences trials
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Birds were presented with a freely available mix of 40 mealworms, peanut granules and 

sunflower seeds for 1 hr on 2 days over 1 week at 6 sites (3 sites in T4 and T2). Trials were 

conducted 2 weeks after the end of the main experiment, in March 2014. Food choice was 

identified from video camera footage, and the trial was halted when all of one prey item was 

taken. Only great tits were included, but birds could not be individually identified. Birds 

clearly preferred the live mealworms to either peanut granules or sunflower seeds.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig 1. Cultural diffusion experiment
a, Puzzle-box where birds can slide the door either way (from left, option A; or right, option 

B) to access a reward. Puzzle-box records identity, visit duration and solution choice, and 

resets after each visit. b, Diffusion curves for treatment sub-populations with demonstrators 

(T1-5; n=91, 130, 132, 90, 50) and control sub-populations without demonstrators (C1-3; 

n=56, 87, 61). c, Total number of solutions of each option in each replicate; x-axis indicates 

demonstrated option. Points show mean proportion of option A performed by individuals 

with 95% CI; y-axis on right. No. solvers=5, 46, 19 (control); 76, 89 (A); 96, 69, 37 (B).
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Fig. 2. Evidence for social conformity
a, Proportion of solutions as seeded technique in each replicate significantly increases over 

time. Points are proportion as seeded technique on each day; lines are GEE model fit. b, 

Comparison of frequency of option A in previous group with an individual’s first learnt 

option. Node size represents number of individuals (n=1-147). Black line shows expectation 

under unbiased copying, red lines show model fit with 95% CI. c, Solution trajectories from 

individuals that used both possible options in T2 replicate (n=10). Lines are running 

proportions of seeded technique for each individual over last 10 visits.
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Fig. 3. Local traditions persist between years
a, Diffusion curves for initial (T1 2013-I/T3 2013-I; 1-20dy) and second exposure (T1 2013-

II/T3 2013-II; 1-5dy). Uptake rate in second exposure is much higher for prior solvers (T1 

2013-II/T3 2013-II; pop. sizes=23, 26), but also higher for naïve birds (T1 2013-II/T3 2013-

II; pop. sizes=28, 27). b, Number of solutions as option A/B. In T1 one circuit board failed, 

so data are from 2/3 devices. Bars are split into prior solvers (ps) and naïve birds (nb). c, 

Proportion option A/B in initial and second exposure; x-axis indicates initially demonstrated 

option. Points show mean proportion option A performed by individuals with 95% CI.
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Table 1
Network-based diffusion analysis

Summed Akaike weights ωi and delta Akaike values for network-based diffusion models, with maximum-

likelihood parameter estimates of social transmission for five treatment replicates. Estimates and effect sizes 

are presented for individual-level variables (b). Diffusion analyses use a continuous time of acquisition model 

with a constant baseline learning rate (λ0), allowing for differing social transmission rates in each replicate.

Transmission Model ΔAIC (top model) Σ ω i S.T. Parameter Est. 95%CI

Social – multiplicative 0 0.99 12.0 8.8-16.0

  T1 22.4 11.8-30.2

  T2 12.2 8.2-17.1

  T3 7.3 2.9-14.3

  T4 29.8 10.9-42.6

  T5 13.4 8.3-20.02

Social – additive 33.7 0.01 - -

Asocial 1520.7 0 (constrained to 0)

(b) Individual-level variable Estimate Effect Size

 Age (Juv/Ad) 0 0.99 −0.18 0.70

 Sex (F/M) 0 0.97 0.10 1.22

 Natal Origin (Res/Imm) 3.9 0.13 0.07 1.16
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